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ABSTRACT

Teaching and learning systems of various ages always need variety to make it easier to understand materials of learning. In vocational high school or university who learn about informatics techniques are always taught data structure material because the understanding of data structure is very important for basic programming.

There are various ways to simplify the learning process, one of them by utilizing the media. Android is one of the most widely used platforms today. Therefore in this project will be made learning media about data structure especially hashtable on Android platform. To complete this project is required to create an overview describing the process of the program and what data used. The next step is to Implement all steps in the IDE (Integrated Development Environment), create a data structure, making the display until the process of the program. The results of the implementation will be testing, if an error then back to the previous step until the program runs perfectly.

This application uses hashtable data structures as data storage. Data will be visualized into dynamic graphics. The user can run insert, searching and delete operations.

Keyword: Hashtable, Android, Visualization
Overall this report will discuss hashtable data structure visualized into 2D graphic on the android platform. Chapter I explains the background of the problems, the limitation of the problems to be worked out and the final result of this project. Chapter II is an example of research that has been done before the project was created, the objective as a comparison of this project and as proof that this topic has never been done before. Chapter III explains how to solve the problems of project visualization of a hashtable data structure, so readers have a general view for working on project like this. Chapter IV contains problem solving analysis, how to solve problems using multiple diagram and design. Design used among other design user interface, design system or flowchart and use case diagram. Chapter V is the implementation of this project which contains the main pieces of code along with a short tutorial and testing. Chapter VI contains the conclusion of this project.
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